A Brief History of the University of Louisville

The University of Louisville traces its roots to 1798 when the Jefferson Seminary was established.

During the early 19th century, the growing importance of river navigation, coupled with a strategic location at the falls of the Ohio River, made Louisville a commercial hub for the South and West. As the city’s population and economy grew, so did the demand for higher education.

In 1837, the Louisville Medical Institute opened for its first class, and the next year the city created the Louisville Collegiate Institute. In 1846, the General Assembly merged the Medical and Collegiate Institutes as the University of Louisville. The Assembly created a common board of trustees, but each division retained financial autonomy. The Medical School prospered and a newly added School of Law brought in a number of students. By the 1880s and 1890s however, the University felt some pressure from education reformers who not only believed schools should employ full-time instructors, but also advocated well-enforced, national standards for academic training. In 1907, this trend contributed to the revival of the College of Arts and Sciences. Over the next three decades, the University added new programs - the Graduate School (1915), the School of Dentistry (1916), the Speed Scientific School (1928), the Louisville Municipal College (1931), the School of Music (1932), and the Kent School of Social Work (1936).

World War II and the postwar era brought major changes to the University of Louisville. Shortly after the war, the movement began to close the all black Louisville Municipal College and desegregate the University on all levels. This was accomplished in 1950 and 1951. The School of Business was established in 1953. In 1965, a governor’s task force suggested the possibility of the University’s joining the state system of higher education, which it did five years later. Since 1968 the University has added several new academic units including the School of Education (1968), the School of Nursing (1979), the School of Allied Health Sciences (1996-2002) and the School of Public Health and Information Sciences (2002).

This year, UofL celebrates its quasquicentennial - its 225th birthday - and it continues to excel for its students and the Commonwealth. As Kentucky’s premier metropolitan research university, UofL leads in addressing the needs of not only urban areas, but those of citizens throughout Kentucky and the nation. Its focus on research, as well as its commitment to students, alumni and the community, are keys to this success. The University of Louisville looks forward to the successes of the Class of 2023 and to great and lasting accomplishments for the next 225 years.
University-wide Ceremony

Friday, December 15, 2023 • 7:00 PM

Commencement Concert  6:30–7:00 p.m.

Alma Mater and Alumni Song........................................................................................................ James Powell, JBSSE’47  
John Newton Young, A&S  
(Audience and Ensemble)

Louisville Brass.................................................. Dr. Ansyn Banks, Dr. Devin Cobleigh-Morrison, Dr. Reese Land,  
Dr. Clinton McCanless, Dr. Brett Shuster

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale..................................................Kent Hatteberg  
Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  7:00 p.m.

Presiding – Kim Schatzel, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal.........................................................................................................................Michael Mardis  
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

ASL interpreting services provided by the University of Louisville’s American Sign Language  
Interpreting Studies program faculty Shannon Grider and Sonja Smith.

Commencement Processional

The audience is requested to remain standing, if you are able, for the Processional that will begin  
at the conclusion of the Alma Mater and Alumni Song.

Recognition of Faculty................................................................................................................Michael Mardis  
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Official Welcome.......................................................................................................................Diane Medley, Board of Trustees

Introduction of Banner Bearers.................................................................................................Gerry Bradley  
Interim University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker.......................................................Mary DeLetter  
Interim Dean, School of Nursing

Student Commencement Address......................................................................................Ellen Aisling Tinker, School of Nursing

Recognition of Students with Honors................................................................................Gerry Bradley  
Interim University Provost

Introduction of Degree Candidates....................................................................................Gerry Bradley  
Interim University Provost

Recognition of Graduates........................................................................................................Gerry Bradley  
Interim University Provost

Induction into the Alumni Association.................................................................Will Baumgardner, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Presidential Address...........................................................................................................Kim Schatzel, PhD, President

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates.................................................................................Kim Schatzel, PhD, President
University of Louisville Deans

Beth Boehm  
Dean, Graduate School

Jeff Bumpous  
Interim Dean, School of Medicine

Emmanuel Collins  
Dean, J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Mary DeLetter  
Interim Dean, School of Nursing

Robert Fox, Jr.  
Dean, University Libraries

Jeff Guan  
Interim Dean, College of Business

Margaret Hill  
Interim Dean, School of Dentistry

Melanie Jacobs  
Dean, Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Amy Lingo  
Interim Dean, College of Education and Human Development

Michael Mardis  
Dean, Student Affairs

W. Paul McKinney  
Interim Dean, School of Public Health and Information Sciences

John W. Miller Jr.  
Dean, Kent School of Social Work and Family Science

Teresa Reed  
Dean, School of Music

Dayna Touron  
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

Chief Administrative Officers

Kim Schatzel, President
Gerry Bradley, Interim University Provost
Daniel Durbin, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration
Kevin Gardner, Executive Vice President for Research and Innovation
Jeff Bumpous, Interim Vice President for Academic Medical Affairs
Doug Craddock, Vice President for Community Engagement
Angela Curry, General Counsel, Vice President for Governance and Strategic Initiatives
John Drees, Vice President for Communications & Marketing
Lee Gill, Vice President for Diversity & Equity
Josh Heird, Vice President for Athletics
Brad Anderson, Interim Chief Information Officer
Michael Mardis, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Tom Miller, Chief Executive Officer, UofL Health
Brent Pieper, Vice President University Advancement
Shannon Rickett, Associate Vice President for Government Relations
Sandy Russell, Vice President for Risk Management, Audit, & Compliance
Gerry Johnson, Chief of Staff & Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration
Board of Trustees
Mary R. Nixon, Chair
Diane Medley, Vice Chair
Laurence Benz, Treasurer
Eugene Mueller, Secretary
Jerry Abramson
Raymond Burse
Alfonso Cornish
Katie Hayden
Brian F. Lavin
Kevin Ledford
Diane L. Porter
James M. Rogers
Sherrill Zimmerman

President's Council
Daniel Hall, Chair
Karen Abrams
Marie Abrams
Ronald Abrams
Claire Alagia
Pat Alagia
James Allen
Robert (Rob) Allison
LouAnn Atlas
Bob Ayotte
Mac Barr
Martin Bell
Robert Benson
Larry Benz
Donald Berg
Bonita Black
Neville Blakemore
Dale Boden
Hal Bomar
Phil Bond
Lewis Borders
Carl Brazley
Ernest Brooks
Mac Brown
Mike Brown
J. Michael Brown
Sherman Brown
Aileen Bryant-Wales
Kelly Burke
Wilson Chan
Malcolm Chancey
Naveed Chowhan
Toni Clem
Ann Cobb
Martha Cooke
Everett Cowan
Charlie Dahlem
William Darragh
Scott Davis
Tonya Dees
Chuck Denny
Frank Doheny
Laurel Doheny
Tom Drexler
Bruce Dudley
Welby Edwards
Larry Ethridge
Scott Ferguson
Clint Follette
Marcus Folmar
Jean Frazier
Kevin Fuqua
Steve Gault
David George
Salem George
Eugene Gilchrist
Edward Glasscock
Kimberly Gorski
Julie Gray
Nat Green
Ollie Green
Mary Moss Greenebaum
Ali Haider
Luke Hancock
Maggie Payette Harlow
Blake Haselton
Dennis Heishman
Audwin Helton
Bruce Henderson
Mike Hendricks
Allen Hertzman
Henry Heuser
Katheryn Higgins
Kelly Hodges
Jennifer Hoffman
John Huber
Greg Inman
Scott Jones
Steve Jones, Sr.
Steve Jones, Jr.
Jan Karzen
Blanche Kitchen
Bob Koetter
Don Kohler
Bob Kohn
Shelley Kusman
Brian Lavin
Jon Mapp
John McCall
Martin McClelland
Tim Mulloy
Deb Murphy
George Nichols
Tommy Nolan
Kent Oyler
David Padgett
Thomas Payette
Winston Pittman
Marty Pollio
Marie Porter
Joe Rapport
Sam Rechter
Dana Reinhardt
Bill Renda
Ben Richmond
Eddy Roberts
Elaine Robinson
Ben Ruiz
Mike Rust
Ruth Ryan
Bill Samuels
Lalit Sarin
Todd Schmiedeler
Denise Sears
Michael Seebert
Butch Shaw
Michele Shelton
Kevin Shurn
George Siemens
Terry Singer
Ben Small
Sandy Metts Snowden
Joe Steier
Bill Stone
Raymond Strothman
James (Jimmie) Strull
Jim Sublett
William E. Summers, V
Dick Swope
Dan Tafel
Sandy Talbott
Sue Tamme
Kiel Thomson
Steve Trager
Daniel Ulmer
Colin Underhill
Todd Underhill
Jerry Ward
Curtis Warfield
Louis Waterman
Ashli Watts
Barbara Weakley-Jones
Derwin Webb
Susan Weiss
Beverly Wheatley
Mark Wheeler
Mary Gwen Wheeler
Dick Wilson
Andrea Rice Woolfolk
Ron Wright
Sherrill Brakmeier
Zimmerman

University of Louisville Foundation, Inc.
Keith M. Sherman, Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer

Board of Directors
Jill Force, Chair
Jim Boone, Vice Chair
Larry McDonald, Secretary
Sofya Alterman
David Anderson
Scott Brinkman
Ernest Brooks
Matt Carper
Jessica Cole
Alfonso Cornish
Katie Hayden
Kevin Ledford
Eugene Mueller
Mary Nixon
James Rogers
Kim Schatzel
Rudy Spencer

UofL Real Estate Board
Steve Gault, Chair
Mariah Gratz, Vice Chair
Powell Spears, Secretary and Treasurer
Scott Brinkman
Jessica Cole
Charlie Dahlem
Jill Force
Mark Nickel
Kim Schatzel
Keith Sherman
Jake Smith
Kentucky Federal Delegation
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, United States Senator
The Honorable Rand Paul, United States Senator
The Honorable James Comer, United States Congressman
The Honorable Brett Guthrie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Morgan McCarver, United States Congressman
The Honorable Thomas Massie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Harold Rogers, United States Congressman
The Honorable Andy Barr, United States Congressman

Commonwealth of Kentucky Elected Officials
The Honorable Andrew G. Beshear, Governor
The Honorable Jacqueline Coleman, Lieutenant Governor
The Honorable Robert Stivers II, President of the Senate
The Honorable David Osborne, Speaker of the House
The Honorable Laurance B. VanMeter, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Kentucky

Louisville Metropolitan Caucus Members

Senators
Julie Raque Adams
Cassie Chambers Armstrong
Denise Harper Angel
Karen Berg
Matthew Deneen
Jimmy Higdon
Gerald A. Neal
Michael Nemes
Adrienne Southworth
Lindsey Tichenor
David Yates

Representatives
Jared Bauman
Tina Bojanowski
Kevin Bratcher
Emily Callaway
Beverly Chester-Burton
Ken Fleming
Al Gentry
Daniel Grossberg
Keturah Herron
John Hodgson
Nima Kulkarni
Jason Nemes
David Osborne
Josie Raymond
Sarah Stalker
Pamela Stevenson
James Tipton
Russell Webber
Lisa Willner
Susan Witten

Council on Postsecondary Education
Aaron Thompson, President
Clyde B. Akins
Muhammad Babar
Jacob L. Brown
Jennifer Collins
Kellie Ellis
Eric G. Farris
Meredith Figg
Karyn Hoover
Faith Kemper
Robin Fields Kinney
Garrison Reed
LaDonna Rogers
Madison Silvert
Connie Smith
Elaine Walker
Kevin Weaver

Louisville-Jefferson County Metro Elected Officials
The Honorable Craig Greenburg, Mayor

Metro Council
Markus Winkler, President
Brent Ackerson
Jecorey Arthur
Phillip Baker
Khalil Batshon
Stuart Benson
Rick Blackwell
Jennifer Chappell
Robin Engel
Madonna Flood
Cindi Fowler
Tammy Hawkins
Jeff Hudson
Kevin Kramer
Paula McCraney
Pat Mulvihill
Andrew Owen
Marilyn Parker
Shameka Parrish-Wright
Anthony Piagentini
Donna Purvis
Scott Reed
Ben Reno-Weber
Betsy Ruhe
Dan Seum, Jr.
Barbara Shanklin
December 2023 Student Speaker Nominees and Banner Bearers

The following students were named by their respective deans as the banner bearers and nominees for student speaker for the university-wide commencement ceremony. Students were selected for best exemplifying the college or school in scholarship, leadership and service.

- Olalekan Adepoju  
  Graduate School

- Bria Trotter  
  College of Arts and Sciences

- Eva Nyerges  
  Kent School of Social Work and Family Science

- Belinda Petri  
  School of Medicine

- Ellen Aisling Tinker*  
  School of Nursing

- Sidharth Sundar  
  J.B. Speed School of Engineering

- Sara Cox  
  School of Music

- Samuel Fadel  
  College of Business

- Kristin McGee  
  College of Education and Human Development

- Ndeye Mboup  
  School of Public Health and Information Sciences

*Speaker
Dr. Kim Schatzel
President

Kim Schatzel, PhD, became the 19th president of the University of Louisville on February 1, 2023. She leads the $1.6 billion university enterprise that extends to include an affiliated $2.5 billion health care system with a focus on integrity, accountability, transparency and advancing UofL’s impact and national preeminence.

One of only 2% of university presidents nationwide with extensive corporate and entrepreneurial C-suite experience, Schatzel’s path to academic leadership may be unique but has proven to be highly effective in expanding relationships with business partners, legislative leaders and the philanthropic community.

Schatzel currently serves on the Board of Directors for the Atlantic Coast Conference and Greater Louisville Inc. She also serves as the chair of the University of Louisville Athletic Association and as a member of several boards including the Louisville Healthcare CEO Council, UofL Health, University of Louisville Foundation, University of Louisville Real Estate Foundation and Impetus. Schatzel is a member of the Presidents’ Alliance on Higher Education and Immigration and the Presidents’ Trust of the American Association of Colleges and Universities.

In her previous role as its president, Towson University (TU) experienced unprecedented growth as well as financial and academic success. Prior to her presidency at TU, Schatzel served as the interim president, provost and executive vice president of academic and student affairs at Eastern Michigan University and as dean of the University of Michigan-Dearborn College of Business.

Before serving in higher education, Schatzel spent more than 20 years as a corporate leader and serial entrepreneur in the technology and advanced manufacturing sectors and co-founded a multinational advanced manufacturing firm with operations on four continents.

Schatzel holds a PhD in business administration, with a concentration in marketing and technology, from Michigan State University, where she also earned her master’s degree. She earned her bachelor’s degree from Washington University in St. Louis.
T. Gerard (Gerry) Bradley, BDS, MS, DMD

Interim University Provost

T. Gerard (Gerry) Bradley, BDS, MS, Dr. Med. Dent., is the interim university provost for the University of Louisville. As interim provost, he serves as the university’s chief academic officer and oversees the university’s colleges, schools, and deans. He joined UofL as dean of the School of Dentistry in August 2016 and he was appointed interim provost of the University of Louisville in January 2022.

Before coming to Louisville with his wife and five sons, Interim Provost Bradley was chair and professor of Developmental Sciences at Marquette University School of Dentistry and served also as the associate dean for Research and Graduate Studies. He is a diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics and a member of the American Dental Association, the American Board of Orthodontics, the American Dental Education Association, the International Association for Dental Research, and is a member of the Edward H. Angle Society of Orthodontics.

Interim Provost Bradley received his BDS in Cork, Ireland, his orthodontic specialty training and MS degree at The Ohio State University, and a Doctorate in Dentistry at the University of Bern, Switzerland.
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Guy Stevenson Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Olalekan Tunde Adepoju
Ph.D. English/Rhetoric and Composition
Mentor: Professor Bronwyn Williams

The John Richard Binford Memorial Award
Belinda Joyce Petri
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Professor Carolyn Klinge

The John M. Houchens Prize for Outstanding Dissertation
Affan Affan
Ph.D. Electrical Engineering
Mentor: Professor Tamer Inanc

The Virginia “Jenny” Madden Award for Graduate Student Leadership and Service
Marta Martin
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Associate Professor Angela Storey

The Alice Eaves Barns Award for Outstanding Achievement in Master’s Program
Kaelin Rae Allison
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Co-Mentors: Lecturer Mane Martirosyan and Instructor Jennifer Bobo

The Graduate Dean’s Citations
Olalekan Tunde Adepoju
Ph.D. English Rhetoric and Composition
Mentor: Professor Bronwyn Williams

Affan Affan
Ph.D. Electrical Engineering
Mentor: Professor Tamer Inanc

Kaelin Rae Allison
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentors: Lecturer Mane Martirosyan and Instructor Jennifer Bobo

Md. Sofiul Alom
Ph.D. Chemistry
Mentor: Associate Professor Farshid Ramezanipour

Peter James Armstrong
Ph.D. Chemistry
Mentor: Associate Professor Craig Grapperhaus

Amy Marie Barry
D.N.P. Nursing
Mentor: Associate Professor Sara Robertson

Erin Gabrielle Baughman
M.S. Health Administration
Mentor: Associate Professor Lee Bewley

Rhiannon Emmanuelle Cecil
Ph.D. Biology
Mentor: Associate Professor Deborah Yoder-Himer

Sarah Margaret Blaine Cohron
D.N.P. Nursing
Mentor: Associate Professor Sara Robertson

Victoria Anne Doll
M.A. Political Science
Mentor: Professor Laura Moyer

Kahir Sabri Jawad
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences
Mentor: Associate Professor Anne Baber Wallis

Claire L. Johnson
M.U.P. Urban Planning
Mentor: Professor Sumei Zhang

Marta Martin
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Associate Professor Angela Storey
Derek Keith McClellan  
Ph.D. Experimental Psychology  
Mentor: Associate Professor Marci DeCaro

James David Morris  
Ph.D. Chemical Engineering  
Mentor: Professor Xiao-An Fu

Sydni Peak Morris  
Ph.D. Curriculum and Instruction  
Mentor: Associate Professor Sheron Mark

Vitor Neves Guimaraes  
M.S. Experimental Psychology  
Mentor: Professor Carolyn Mervis

Eva Xenakis Nyerges  
Ph.D. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Lesley Harris

Maymie Owens  
M.U.P. Urban Planning  
Mentor: Professor Sumei Zhang

Naiya Ghansham Patel  
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences  
Mentor: Associate Professor Seyed Karimi

Belinda Joyce Petri  
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology  
Mentor: Professor Carolyn Klinge

Jessica Michelle Rosenthal  
Ed.D. Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
Mentor: Associate Professor Deborah Powers

Brittany Nicole Smart  
Ph.D. English Rhetoric and Composition  
Mentor: Professor Mary P. Sheridan

Kennedy Marie Walls  
Ph.D. Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Mentor: Professor David Hein

Yuhaoo Yang  
Ph.D. Chemistry  
Mentor: Associate Professor Farshid Ramezanipour
Graduate School

Degrees and Certificates

Doctor of Philosophy

College of Arts and Sciences
Francis Dean Orlina Ablan
Chemistry
Olalekan Tunde Adepoju
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Md. Sofiul Alom
Chemistry
Rachel Appel
Experimental Psychology
Peter James Armstrong
Chemistry
Valery Renaye Bodziony
Clinical Psychology
Zoe Larkin Bridges-Curry
Clinical Psychology
Rhiannon Emmanuelle Cecil
Biology
Ryan Patrick Coleman
Experimental Psychology
Aubrie Marie Cox
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Xinju Dong
Chemistry
Maryam Entezam
Urban and Public Affairs
Emily Smith Hawboldt
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Isaac Nathaniel Johnson
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Shiva Hari Mainaly
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Derek Keith McClellan
Experimental Psychology
Vicki Amunrud Modisette
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Harikrishnan Nambiathan Nambar
Chemistry
Rojita Panta
Chemistry

Saurav Parmar
Chemistry
Chinmay Shashank Potnis
Chemistry
Daniella Christina Prince
Biology
Caitlin Elizabeth Ray
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Sudripet Sharma
Chemistry
Brittany Nicole Smart
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Ahangama Vithanage Dinushika Chathurani
Vithanage
Physics
Holden Everett Wells
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Yuhao Yang
Chemistry

College of Education and Human Development
Caroline Mae Fitchett
Curriculum and Instruction
Kevin Pacifico Tapp Gonzaga
Counseling and Personnel Services
Leah Marie Halliday-Johnson
Curriculum and Instruction
Sydni Peak Morris
Curriculum and Instruction
Jason W. Oliver
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Eric Joesph Smith
Counseling and Personnel Services
Nicholas Michael Swim
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Jody Ziyi Zhong
Counseling and Personnel Services
Interdisciplinary Studies
Brandon Lee Brown
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Neuroscience

School of Public Health and Information Sciences
Toluwnani Elizabeth Adekunle
Public Health Sciences
Sultan Saleh A Alsaiif
Public Health Sciences
Chandre Ladrea Chaney
Public Health Sciences
Yana B. Feygin
Public Health Sciences
Huirong Hu
Biostatistics
Kahir Sabri Jawad
Public Health Sciences
Aastha Kakar
Public Health Sciences
Damilola Rukayat Owode
Public Health Sciences
Naiya Ghansham Patel
Public Health Sciences
Triparna Poddar
Biostatistics
Farhin Rahman
Biostatistics
Uthpala Ishanthi Wanigasekara
Biostatistics

Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work
Eva Xenakis Nyerges
Social Work

School of Medicine
Jane Jeruto Bartonjo
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
Makayla Patricia Brady
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Michael David Forston
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
Michael Lee Frazure
Physiology and Biophysics
William Sinclair Gibson
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Tyler Charles Gripshover
Pharmacology and Toxicology

Cory J. Kucera
Physiology and Biophysics
Belinda Joyce Petri
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Müge Sak
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Sarah Huang Shrader
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Alexis Avidan Vega
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Kennedy Marie Walls
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Cassandra Renee Woolley
Microbiology and Immunology

J. B. Speed School of Engineering
Affan Affan
Electrical Engineering
Kameswara Pavan Kumar Ajjarapu
Mechanical Engineering
Paul Bupe Jr.
Electrical Engineering
Mohammad Sahfquatul Islam
Electrical Engineering
Uttam Karki
Industrial Engineering
Abdulgani Kahraman
Computer Science and Engineering
Huan Liu
Computer Science and Engineering
James David Morris
Chemical Engineering
Ruponti Nath
Electrical Engineering
Olalekan Olakitan Olowo
Electrical Engineering
Santosh Kumar Rauniar
Industrial Engineering
Sima Shafaei
Industrial Engineering
Ahmed Abdullah Hussein Sleman
Computer Science and Engineering
Jason Scott Turner
Computer Science and Engineering
Doctor of Education
Don Edward Bacon
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Joshua David Covington
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Amy J. Ghibaudy
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Jill Nicole Handley
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Amy J. Harris
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Michele Diane Johnson
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Brooke Paul Noon
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Amanda Petters
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Mitzi D. Phelan
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Jessica Michelle Rosenthal
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Amy Marie Barry
Nursing
Chelsea Ann Bills
Nursing
Sarah Marie Bishop
Nursing
Nathaniel Sutton Bond
Nursing
Valenchia Quilleryne Brown
Nursing
Madison Nicole Callery
Nursing
Brandi Shay Cecil
Nursing
Stacie Switzer Cheney
Nursing
Sarah Margaret Blaine Cohron
Nursing
Breanna Marie Coulardot
Nursing
Briana Michelle Craddock
Nursing
Aubree Burcham Croghan
Nursing
Jennifer Leigh Dumey
Nursing
Laken Elise Heitz
Nursing
Melissa Lynn Humphreys
Nursing
Deven Shea Leffler
Nursing
Taylor Christine L’Heureux
Nursing
Alisha Nicole Mitchell
Nursing
Brittany Ann Morguelan
Nursing
Jumoke Folakemi Owolabi
Nursing
Brittany Alexandria Pollock
Nursing
Jessica Raymond Richards
Nursing
Bethany Carol Risen
Nursing
Terra Renee Schrembs
Nursing
Alyce Bailey Seaver
Nursing
Maria Camille Bacci Siegel
Nursing
Mallory Michelle Swanson
Nursing
Katie Diane Thomas
Nursing
Theresa Bradley Thomas
Nursing
Brittany Avonna Walker
Nursing
Master of Arts
Caitlin Reichard
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics

Master of Science
Samantha Gale Satterly
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Undergraduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Honors Program Graduate
Bria Monyelle Trotter

University Honors Scholars
Nicholas Guanshien Feng
Zachary Michael Ginder
Nicholas Joseph Johnson
Bria Monyelle Trotter

Elections to Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
William Harris Gregory
Jasmine Fondrisi
Lori Elizabeth Porter
Collin Douglas Preston
Mikaela Wicki

Department of Anthropology Award of Merit
Kaydee Jaylynn Thompson

Peteet Award For Excellence in Anthropological Scholarship
Catherine Christine John

Justis Bier Award in Art History
Helen S. Vyleta

Winthrop Allen Memorial Prize in Creative Art
Emily G. Davis

Outstanding Senior in Communication
Ellie Howard

Outstanding Seniors in Liberal Studies
Rio Velasco

Outstanding Undergraduate in Sustainability
Ethan Gorton

Outstanding Undergraduate in Urban Studies
Alyssa Burton

Lambda Alpha National Anthropology Honors Society
Catherine Christine John

Beta Beta Beta National Biological Honor Society
Brady Dylan Russell

Elections to Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Kaitlyn V. Hilton
Phi Delta Epsilon Premedical Fraternity
Brady Dylan Russell
Reece Patrick Tomlinson

Second Lieutenant Commissions, United States Army
Quintez J. Adams
Christine T. England
Camryn R. Gilstrap
Nickolas W. Palummo

Graduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate In Anthropology
Hayley Zoeller

Outstanding Graduate in Communication
Vanessa R. Streble

Outstanding Graduate In Sociology
Freddie Belle

Phil Sigma Tau Philosophy Honors Society (Kentucky Epsilon Chapter)
Caitlin E. Richard
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts

August
Nicole Kaelin Clay
Kirsten Serena Harrough
Savannah Freddie Belle Hatton
Bunny Hayes
Abigail Lynne Smith Howerton

December
Ashley Marie Carroll
Victoria Anne Doll
Marta Martin
Laura Rodriguez
Zachary Michael Shelton
Vanessa Rose Streble
Emily Ann Tingle
Haley Zoeller

Master of Fine Arts

August
Candace Shania Spencer

Master of Public Administration

August
Collin Morris
Solera Vail Spagnuolo

December
Raymond Georges Dibaya
Mitchell Robert Henry

Master of Science

August
Francis Dean Orlina Ablan
Md. Al-Amin
Miracle Ozioma Amechi
Destiny Marie Blume
Isaiah Lee Burciaga
Claire Elizabeth Cusack

Graduate Certificate in Health Care Ethics
August
Rachel Appel

Graduate Certificate in Latin American & Latino Studies
August
Alarah Gillum-Gaut

Graduate Certificate in Public History
December
Yomi Ebenezer Ejikunle
Emily Tingle

Graduate Certificate in Real Estate Development
December
Jolisha Hines
Claire L. Johnson
Christopher Portman

Graduate Certificate in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
December
Merlijn Martina Van Der Vegt

Bachelor of Arts

August
Jordan Marie Anderson
Benjamin Max Blanton
† Kathryn Grace Boyce
Braxton Bradley Brown
Jessica Lorraine Bulleit
Mandi Burd
Michael W. Bush
† Kayla Elizabeth Cheatham
Zachary Thomas Clay
Hanna Jane Cobb
Evan Jasper Cox
Haley Ryann Cox
† Alison Nicole Cucalon Fossatti
†† Paul J. Deis
Lauren Allyisja Dobson DeNicola
Keon Lamonte’ Farris
Fernando Jose Garay Flores
Allison Paige Geisert
Elise Anjella Gordon
Kevin Dwight Graves Jr.
Needa Gull Hameed
Malik D. Hamilton
Joi Lanea Harbison
Ashlee Nicole Harrington
Summer Lee Heidelberger
††† Cameron Allen Helton
Derryan Kate Johnson
Tanner Austin Jones
Brandon Michael Kennedy
Asher Benjamin Linn
Isaac Bryan Mackin
Garth Corey Mead
† Aditya A. Mehta
James Miguel Michnya
Jerald Charles Miles
† Mitchell David Moriarty
Soma Namaki
Lucille Ann Oglesby
†† Philip Stanley Peak Jr.
Wynston Gregory Riebel
† Danila Andrea Rincon

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
December

Joy Monet Abell
Quintez Javon Adams
Juan David Arce Valdes
Brittany Anne Baird
Bryson Taylor Barbee
Izabelle Kathryn Barton
Eljjah James Bates
Justin Wayne Belcher
William Ethan Bleemel
John Stacey Brown Jr.
Slater Brown
Emma Jane Burke
Emily Beth Burks
Mae Grace Burns
Khiai Asaan Byrd
Jonathan Dallas
Campbell
Jaqueline O. Cardoso
Alexandra Elaine Caudill
Emeline Ann Cave
Ciara Michelle Chase
Helen Chuong
Jackyn Marie Coles
Austin William Corace
Taylor Hunt Cowles
Madison Lee Currie
Noah B. Davis
Anna Marie Dinsmore
Asha Blake Dudgeon
Olivea Jane Duncan
Amy Lynn Duvall
Reagan Brooke
Earlywine
Ashley Taylor Eich
Reanna Elam
Carmen Avionce Ellison
Virginia A. Erle
Eleanor Elizabeth Esrael
Nathan Miles Evrard
Nicholas Guanshien
Feng
Makenzie Briana Fields
Jasmine Kay Fondrisi
Zachary M. Frye
Gracelynn Rayne
Fuhrman
Gissel Abigail Garcia
Allison Elizabeth Garner
Grant James Gerstner
Ashton Gillette
Zachary Michael Ginder
Kristin Ann Goff
Ethan Solon Gorton
Myles J. Griffin
Sophia Grace Hall
Leslie Renee Harris
Nick Alexander Hastings
Maia Guillermina
Hauimuller
Charlotte Isabelle
Haydon
Jackson Adam Hayes
Mace Lauren Haywood
Ashlee Nichole
Heinzman
Jake Thomas Hendrix
Phoenix Coltrane
Hernandez
Cassidy Brooke Hill
Sarah Christine
Hinkebein
Catherine Christine
Holmes
Jacob Howard
Mercedes LaShea
Hughes
Maggie Lynn Ivey
Kyra Beth Johnson
DeKeybre’eon Sarasia
DaShani Jones
Breanna Marie Justice
Emilia Helena
Kaczmarczyk
Nicholas Stephen Karrer
Justus Kurtz Kellond
Trael T. Kimbler
Janika King
Kaela Nicole Klein
Ginan Hasan Kuri
Jack Cameron Lewis
Natalie Brooke Lewis
Josephine Elise
Lockwood
Neleh Joy Longworth
Keenan Jackson Luttrel
Cassidy Anne Martin
Heather Renee Martin
Joseph R. Martin
Yesenia Medina
Diana Melo Rivas
Taylee Robin Melton
Idayra Massiel Mercado
Cooper
Ashton Kole Meyers
Jeffrey Craig Miller
Edward Allen Morrison II
Evan Gregory Mullins
SabraiAlejandra
Murillo
Macklin Thomas Murphy
Hajir Azad Nasruldeen
Matthew Alexander
Negrus
Tram N. Nguyen
Megan Marie Owens
Stefania Marie Palm
Sterling Austin Patillo
Katie Lynn Patton
Rolando Jose Pavon
Cassidy Bianca Penning
Lupita Esperanza
Pichardo
John Fitzgerald
Pickens Jr.
Isabel Helen Puri
Sheela Rai
Grace Mckenzie Ray
McKenzie Renee
Raymer
Olivia Catherine
Ridgeway
Kenneth C. Ruebusch Jr.
Jasmine Salahuddin
Grace Katherine Schoen
Claire Morgan
Schumacher
Hala J. Shadeh
Alexis C. Smith
Jaylen Laraine Smith
Shamyah Laki Spotts
Samuel J. Stottman
Leanne Sunderland
Maria Taft
Amberlee Elise Tate
Jaylyn Marie-Nycolle
Terrell
Adam J. Thomas
Kaydee Jayllyn
Thompson
Meredith R. Thornsberry
Brooklyn Marie
Tomlinson
Benjamin Hong Trieu
Bria Monyelle Trotter
Hannah E. Turner
Rio Velasco
Alexa Fernanda
Villa-Nava
Levi Hunter Voss
Helen Syringa Vylita
Maryan Ali Wasame
Laura Katherine Weber
Sierra McKenzie
Halli Harper Wilkinson
Austin James Will
Kameron Khyree Wilson
Johanna L. Withers
Cassidy Dawn Witt

Aunna-Lisa Tera Wood
Kade Jarvis Yeaton
Daniela Zappi

Bachelor of Fine Arts

August

Olivia Jiang Rose
Bickett
Anetae Jalee Cahill

December

Emily Grace Davis
Kristen Renee De Voogd
Rowan Drew Little
Hevin Lynise Ramsey
Kelly Anne Waterman

Bachelor of Science

August

Alexander Owen
Addams
Zuhayr Ali
Meklit N. Amsalu
Aaron John Baker
Emily Taylor Ball
Tahja Banks
Ryan Rodriguez
Berlanga
Narvaez
Erik Trey Collins
Sarah Elizabeth Collins
Lyndsey Marie Craven
Ayana Joahn
Fairweather
Bailey Frances Gawron
Chandler Wayne
Johnson
Robert James Kehl
Tylor Morgan Klans
Charles Lucas Kramer
Sarah Beth Logsdon
Luan Maciel Santos
Moreira
Cooper Douglas Marchal
Andrea Makenzie Mathis
Ian “Cameron, Volkert”
McCall
Sarah Brogan Murphy

Candidate for Cum Laude
Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Jonathan Daniel Nikoleit
† Chinunim Jones Onyiri
+++ Kaija Janea' Marie Pate
Rachel Loren Paulson
Wesley Thomas Phillips
† Mikaela Nicole Randolph
† Zhane Zakariya Shavon
Rice-Cummings
Sophia Kay Sanchez
Ryan Gregory Scharf
Daniel Lewis Sherrill
Breauna Alexus Tallon
+++ Ellington Grace Taylor
† Jasmin Tran
Nova Villier
Michael Dean Wade Sr.
Zoe L.H. Watkins
Shavarick Lee Williams
Brandon Joseph
Woosley
William Yore IV
December
† Abdulrahman Nazar Al Madhi
† Sanjana Alankar
+++ Myia Lee Alizadhe-Rad
Md Ruhul Amin
+++ Olivia M. Armstrong
+++ Madison Faith Arnett
Colton Archer Bachinski
Andrew Stephen Baete
Gregory Hamilton
Barnett
+++ Elysia Laine Bartley
Joshua Sean Black
Viola Aurora Brambila
Renato Jahvajah Brown
+++ Alyssa Jean Burton
† Dylan Peter Bylone
† Morgan Kennedy
Carlisle
Bryson Tyquan
Carpenter
Yash Vijay Chauhan
Destiny Delilah Clark
Kenja O. Clay
Joshua Ryan Clyde
Racheal Marie Coleman
Lily Rose Colvin
Alyssa B. Cornish
† Bernice Covington
+++ Tyler William Lee Cox
Meryem Dahmani
Mary Elizabeth Daigle
Garrett Allen Decker
† Khady Diop
† Delaney Elizabeth Dolen
Elijah Dominic Downing
+++ Bailee Graceanne Duff
Sierra Paige Eaton
Kennedy Alyse Edison
Kenza Leila El Bouab
Christine Thu England
Tasheera Brion Syan
Estelita
Hannah Marie Feusner
Austin Lee Fields
John William Figliuolo
Miriam Fuller
Samuel Ryan Galloway
Richard Eugene Gano Jr.
Camryn Ray Gilstrap
Abigail Morgan Godby
Jean-Christopher Gorce
Alisha Mikai Gordon
Olivia J. Hagan
Mason Earl Hardin
+++ Sofiah Corren Harvey
+++ Bilgees Hufsa Hasnain
Victoria Gayle Hassell
Tessa Katherine Hauck
Victoria J. Henry
+++ Kaitlyn Victoria Hilton
Sarah Elizabeth Hobbs
+++ Ellie Ann Howard
Christian Travis Hudson
Eli Dylan Jackson
Taj Lateef Jarrett Jr.
Lauren Shai Johnson
Marcus Adrian Johnson
Nicholas Joseph
Johnson
Tasnem A. Khanjar
+++ Homam Khattab
Ayah Hoshime Krassi
+++ Ella Grace Kronk
+++ Peyton Kyser
Rebecca Marie Lamb
++ Indigo O’Daniel Lemke
Ethan Joseph Liska
Anna Lynn Lloyd
Jemya Lenae Luckett
Forest MacKenzie
Cameron Scott Maddox
Weston Case Magness
Anna Grace Marcum
Andrew Martín
Beyla Cianna Martin
Christopher Allen
Mattingly
+++ Brianna Nevaeh McCrea
London Anastasia
McGill
+++ Kyle Thomas Medford
Brigitte Antonella Mena
Mendoza
Carissa Nicole Milby
+++ Ethan R. Miller
Baylee Marie Modaff
+++ Maizie Rhiianne
Molyneaux
Alyssa Nicole Moore
Leanna Jean Morgan
Jada Morgan-Hawkins
Kenna Leigh Morley
Sareena Mum
Daryana Haydee Murillo
+++ India Justice Murphy
Anelia Cherisse Noble
+++ Chlo M. O’Bryan
+++ Madison Rose Orman
Nickolas Wyatt
Palumbo
+++ Michael Santo Parisi
Bre’Anna Selina Peeno
Perla Emeli Perez
Destini Lynn Potter
Lily Gayle Priet
Kelsey M. Purvis
Jack Cramer Roution
+++ Jasmine Marie Rowan
+++ Brady Dylan Russell
Megan Josephine
Schommer
Christian David Schulte
Carlee Jean Schwartz
Heidi Christina Schwarz
+++ Tiffany Shamsuddoha
Christian Angelo
Shephard
+++ Vivianne Ryan Shreve
Trina Genene Speller
+++ Kendra Alyse Stradford
+++ Sidharth Sundar
Katherine Elisabeth
Swain
Faye Elizabeth Taylor
+++ Brooklyn Nicole Terry
+++ Reece Patrick Tomlinson
Daisy E. Tompkins
+++ Minna Frances Tremonti
Alexandrea Marie Vance
+++ Sheila Janelle Velazquez
Duchess Renee Warfield
Jade Douglas Wheeler
Brandon Floyd Williams
Raevyn Nicole-Elizabeth
Winters
Zander Eli Yates
+++ Zoe Gabrielle Yeast

Certificate in Applied Geospatial Technologies
December
Reanna Elam
Ginan Hasan Kurdi
Samuel J. Stottman

Certificate in Ethics
December
Justus Kurtz Kellond

Certificate in Peace, Justice and Conflict Transformation
December
Alyssa Jean Burton
Brianna Nevaeh McCrea
Rio Velasco

† Candidate for Cum Laude
+++ Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
+++ Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Degrees

Doctor of Medicine

August
Virginia Ramsey Aldrich

December
Briana Suzanne Coleman
Benjamin Paul Heppler
Emily Hillman
Gabrielle Oropilla Jacob
Nayeem Zafir Moulana
Michael Dennis Warner

Master of Science

August
Ngozi V. Adiele
Oluwaseun Ebenezer
Akinterinwa
Mejd S. AlQuran
Lima Alokozai
Kira Belle Asch
Ashley Vanessa Chavez
Brigid Erin Connelly
Lana Fahsah
Dana Hambouri
Nathanael L. Hussung
Hafsa Abdi Jama
Raphael Ngozichi Suarez
Jigo
Nicholas Kratholm
Max Michael Malkani
Hanna Nguyen
Rachel Relyn Porter
Junaid Shahzad
Evan Kane Smith
Steven Ma St Clair
Aliyah Nicole Stallard
Mary Hprawsha Sumlut
Taylor Elizabeth Utter
Debbie Voong
Mary Nancy Walter
Jeff Zurita

December
Mohamed Ahmed Altairi
Amber LeAnn Ballard
Oluwanifemi Esther
Bolatimi
Dakotah Dominique
Cathey
Mamata Hiraman
Chaudhari
Jakiyah Nicole Lee
Kierra Cheyanne Mason
Nicholas Matteo
Tanner Michael
Passafiume
Aula Said
Samuel Thomas Vielee
Caitlin C. Wilkerson
Martaevis Dion
Witherspoon
School of Dentistry

Degrees

Master of Science in Dentistry

August
Shaza Basbar Dafalla
Jessica Lynn De Rose
Amine Fattal
Christina Katelyn Fleming
Kevin Hagood
Matthew Edward Imbrogno
Ilse Longerich
Sarat Mohammadu
Rupika Mathur Narain
Jansen Travis Nash
Kristin Nelson
Bhumika Patel
Daniel F. Ritchey
Austin Reed Rodenberg
Laura Antonia Strasberg
Logan Thomas Wedding

Master of Science

December
Andrew E. Fuchs
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Brandeis Honor Society
Philip Lee Wiesemann

Brandeis Inn of Court
Conor Isaacs Halbleib

Samuel L. Greenebaum Excellence in Legal Writing
Philip Lee Wiesemann

William Marshall Bullitt Kentuckiana Excellence in Constitutional Law
Philip Lee Wiesemann
Degrees

Juris Doctor

August
  Jordan Blaine Hancock
  Grace Elizabeth Walsh

December
  Conor Isaacs Halbleib
  Philip Lee Wiesemann
Degrees

Master of Science in Couple and Family Therapy

August
Erin Hightower
Suzanne Lancaster

Master of Science in Social Work

August
Katelyn Brooke
Bethany Korynne
Lenora Denise Bradley
Chase Lauren Burkett
Olivia Marie Burris
Natasha Elizabeth Cansler
Monique Rochelle Champlin
Ryan Curtis Clark
Rachael Ane Coker
Sarah Lynn Collins
Meridith M. Daniel
Morgan Cassidy Derosia
Amy Lynn Ellison
Andrew Scott Gelburt
Alarah Gillum-Gaunt
Megan Elizabeth Grimm
Hannah Marie Haley
Ally Marie Hendrickson
Ramona Lynette Herndon
Arion Holmes
Joshua Dylan Howard
Benjamin J. Jaggers
Ruth Ann Koehler
Lillian Monet Koenig
Hannah Lauren Kuhn
Kaitlin Lacefield
Martha Link
Kerry Briana Mullaney
Kyanza Mulungula
Jude Avery Peckinpaugh
Serena Jaqueline Scarton
Emma Elizabeth Stevens
Heaven Leigh Sublett
Matthew Delano Williams
Sarah Michelle Yohe

December
Kaelin Rae Allison
Davesha Bates
Taylor Cobb
Jennifer Jayne Day
Hannah Dean Goble
Lisa Ashley Johnson
Autumn Lynn Kaylor
Jakayla Mcswain
Kylie Negley
Destany Thurman
Emily Regina Waters

Bachelor of Social Work

August
Christi Hamby Combs
Sayda Isabel Flores

December
†† Ciera Rae Harris
† Harmony Lanham

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Faculty Award for Professional Nursing
Owensboro - Lugene Hope Costello
Louisville - Brandon K. Greene

School of Nursing Outstanding Leadership Award
Owensboro - Sandy Jane Ball
Louisville - Amelia Christine Boone

Award for Outstanding Service
Owensboro - Bethany Moriah Hanger
Louisville - Monica Joan Beck

President's Outstanding Graduate
Ellen Tinker

Dean's Award for Highest Scholarship
Amelia Christine Boone
Kingsley Kathryn Daniel
Griffin Cole Floyd
Alicia Nichole Linder
Benjamin David Wold
School of Nursing

Degrees and Certificates

Master of Science in Nursing

August
Kerby Dale Albert
Whitney Grayson
Kimberly Oliver
Amy Lynn Thompson

December
Angelina Ingrid Bellis
Kurstyn Brock
Anna L. Gibson
Kara Elizabeth Harris
Joseph Franklin Jackson Jr.
Seth Andrew Lockard
Jenna Raye Montano

Post Master's Certificate for Nurse Practitioner

December
Tiffanie D. Mueller

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

August
Naomi Joy Cable
Sarah Mcnaughten Call
Coleman J. Crume
†† Justine Brittany Escher
† Rebecca S. Goodwin
Janae Anna Rose Hale
††† Elizabeth Heath
Ashley Michelle Howard
Turner
† Meredith Renee Hutchison
Adriana Jaime
† Ayanna Elise Jeter
† Jason Matthew Keller
Anton Pavlovich Lisov Fox
Xin Lu
Jada Nicole Morgan
Sheila Nchangue
† Aleksey Taylor O'Dell
Jennifer Renee O'Hea
Machala L. Perkins
† McKenna Taylor Price
† Saylor E. Sandlin
Erin Stark
Tonya Ann Young

December
Jisha Susan Abraham
Saadia Hassan Adan
Chandra Adhikari
Maricarla Ara
Sandy Jane Ball
† Brianna Elizabeth Rae Bargo
Kimberly Marie Beck
Monica Joan Beck
†† Stephanie Lee Benz
† Rachel Danielle Bertram
† Avery J. Beyl
†† Avery Elizabeth Bisig
Elizabeth Ann Boorman
Lexie Ann Boling
†† Amelia Christine Boone
Peyton Danielle Bozarth
Christin Renee Brewer
Jesse Wayne
Bruggeman
Jennifer Jean Bryant
Alyssa Jade Clark
† Delaney Kathleen Cooper
Lugene Hope Costello
Jordyn Mackenzie Coyle
Nicole S. Crayton
Jean-Polycarpe Daboni
†† Kingsley Kathryn Daniel
Elexas H. Deaton
Taylor M.Dicenta
Karissa P. Dingess
Danielle Marise Munar
Estoesta
Roble Abdi Farah
† Kayli N. Fawbush
† Chelly Rae (Jones) Fink
†† Griffin Cole Floyd
Maura Ann Fordham
Megan Elizabeth Furlong
Ashani Yolanda Garrick
Alyssa Gray
Miranda Rae Green
† Brandon K. Greene
Keeley Shaye Greenlee
Osmany Guerra Diaz
Bethany Moriah Hanger
Ashli Rene Harvey
Gabrielle McKenzie Harvey
† Ashley Henderson
Catherine "Kit" Henderson
† Alexandrea Elizabeth Higdon
Leah Michele Hosmon
Madi Elizabeth Houze
Asha Abdirahman Hussein
† Kaitlyn Marie Inman
Ariyan Nychele Jackson
Hunter Gage Jones
Sueda Sarina Kiyaraj
April Gail Kamer
† Samantha Karst
Meena Kharel
Tila Kharel
Jenna Lois Laboy
Chloe T. Le
††† Alicia Nichole Linder
Abigail Logsdon
Kaitlyn Rose Longworth
Allison Marie Mattingly
Helayna Ciena McCartin
Synthia Medje
Lily Rose Medley
Dianna Marie Melton
Brooke Addison
Merrifield
Justice Elaine Meserve
† Mikayla Jane Miller
Shayla Reann Morris
† Kate L. Murphy
Bryan Jose Norori
Lacayo
Charles Scott O'Bryant
††† Idalia Ornaz
Zoe E. Palmer
Ethna Mu Paw
Ashlee Denise Peyton
Adriana Picos
Breanna Renea
Pimpleton
Jamillah T. Rahman
Alysa Fayth Rauh
†† Connor Vincent Rea
Caletta Elease
Richards
Alexis Desire
Richardson
Alexis Haley-Marie Rowan
†† Devin M. Rowles
Jennifer Ruiz
Kelsey Ann Rumage
Jymie S. Salahuddin Jr.
Garrett J. Scheetz
Jaclyn Christina Simpson
Joanna Kristin Snyder
Kristina Jane Snyder
Catherine M. Spratt
Dwayne Clark Stanley
Sarah P. Stillwell
Olivia Danielle Surbaugh
† Srijana Thapa
† Dayna Michelle Thomas
Skye Marie Thompson
Miranda Lee Thornton
† Ellen Aisling Tinker
Sheena Mae Tolentino
† Sophia M. Trees
Katrina Desiree Walls
Destiny R. Warren
Alexa Maria White
Steven Gabriel White
Mary Evelynn Wiles
Brian Michael Williams
Shannon Leigh Witty
††† Benjamin David Wold
Adrian Ozman Wood
Sadie Elise Wright
Cara Marie Ybarra

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Dean's Award
Aastha Kakar – Ph.D.
Erin Baughman – Master’s
Jessalyn Johnson – Undergraduate

Elections to Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
Brooklyn Jones
School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Degrees

Master of Science in Biostatistics
December
Joelle Lucinda Benavidez
Gabriella Liwanag Canning
Julia Fitzer
Hannah Clarice Huffaker
Bhishma Raj Joshi
Michael William Latimer
Bogdan Mihai Neamtu
Mihai Cosmin Sandulescu
Siddharth Ashokkumar Shah
Brooke Nicole Shelley
Sarah Grace Sorensen
Alex Aaron Tomlin
Katrisa Madeline Ward
Shane Dallas Williams

Master of Science in Health Data Analytics
August
Sooraj Bhatia
December
Kirandeep Kaur

Bachelor of Arts
December
Elizabeth Furaha Mwambayi

Bachelor of Science
December
Alexis Yvonne Anderson
Lauren Joy Buchanan Wilson
Elizabeth Mary Dixon
Jessalyn Faith Johnson
Brooklyn Nicole Jones
Madison Lee King
Ndeye Yacine Mboup
Hanna R. Mohammed
Maya Kiran Patel
Benjamin Richard Sherek
Ja’Naysha MoNaa Williams

Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
December
Michelle Leann Huynh
Kathryn Alura Witherow

Graduate Certificate in Public Health Training
December
Lillian Rose Renn

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Engineering in Bioengineering
August
Justin Alexander Baker
Zachary Patrick Fowler
Sienna Shacklello
Jenna Nicole Wilkerson

December
Kayla N. Montgomery

Master of Engineering in Chemical Engineering
August
Jamila Elise Bland
Bradley Louis Esselman
Ellie Bess Reed

December
Michael Travis LaRoche

Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering
August
Valerie Sims Alexander
Nicholas A. Belen
William Noah Fletcher
Karina Marie Henson
Aaron Thomas Hood
Rawleigh Smiley
Richardson Jr.

December
Lauren Michele Brown
Ethan George Emery
Sascha Rebecca Post

Master of Engineering in Computer Science and Engineering
August
Stone Clark Barrett
Lauren Ann Mikula
Hieu Trong Nguyen
Shreeya Pallavarapu

December
Adam L. Eisert
Isaac John Emery
Brandon Keith Hutton
Dylan Lee Nicholson
Keyvan John Parsan
Donald Keith Wedding
Justin Alexander Williams

Master of Engineering in Electrical Engineering
August
Ryan Charles Zentner

December
Weikang Chen
Noah Cailin Oliver
Gavin Michael Watkins

Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
December
Nolan Macrea Bedwell
James Patrick Logan
Grace A. Michels
Lauren Elizabeth Reinersman
Nathaniel Green Sankey

Master of Science
August
Kevin Ariza
Mitchell Chance Barker
David Allen Cambron

Maxwell Marcus Dierken
Jonathan Galusky
Mark E. Hathcock
Jonah Evan Hermes
Timothy Patrick Martin
Juan Moreno Serrano
Fredrick Omambia
Jasper T. Page
Ravi Ghanshyam Patel
Adam Michael Pierce
Amanat Ur Rahman
Juan Pablo Riveros
Matthew Ryczack
Basit Ayobami Sanni
Volker Schiek
Tiffany Seale
Sean Marlin Simpson
Keaton Quang Anh Spittler
Kyle Dylan Spurlock
E. Brandeis Tracy
Cathryn Woods
Ahmed Awil Yusuf

Angie Baca
Megan Elizabeth Best
Kaitlyn Ann Bulteremeyer
Benjamin Joseph Carpenter
Benjamin Jones Darpe
Ryan Carroll English
John Farnen
Erica Rachel Fatica
Mahmoud Fayek
Connor Furnish
Grant Gibson
Katrina Hanson
William John Holden
Deyu Huang
Siddharth Jha
Paola Leon Alburjas
Brett Alexander Linton
Eric Lee Long
Bradley James Mahaffey
Mateo Matic
Victor Francis Mavika
Sumedh Narendra Mhetre
Tonoy Kumar Mondal
Kathryn Elizabeth Nichols
Jeffrey Tyler Norris
Adam Paul Novak
Maria Paula Ovalle Lopez
Spencer Christian Paire
Bryan Anderson Parker
Aum Jaydeep Patel
Stephen Cole Plouvier
Sowmya Ramanna
Samuel Austin Schmitt
Youssef Sheta
Trekele James Smith
Olusola Elizabeth Sowore
Dalton Clay Sparks
Victor Manuel Suarez
Bryce Anthony Thomas
Andrew James Thompson
Sie Christian Tiyo
David Michael Tisl
Shrouk Wally

Darko Sedlar
Gregory Vincent Selby II
Dan Trembley
Jessica Wash
Byronelle B Williams

Thomas H. Archer
Stephen Avignone
Mateo Matic
Kathryn Elizabeth Nichols
Stephen Cole Plouvier
Benjamin David Strehl
Justin Alexander Williams

December
Hady Alfallahin

December
Paola Leon Alburjás

Bachelor of Arts
Joshua Lee Koontz

December
Ahmed Abdi Abdulahi
Madison Faith Arnett
Daniel Maya Bonilla

Graduate Certificate in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
August
Sooraj Bhatia

Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity
August
Bobbie Bastian
Marcy L Boyd
Dejarius Bradley
Matthew Lewis Green Davis
Dale Edward Engman
Michael Eudy
Jennifer Lee Gilbert
Harika Gogineni
Andy Hamilton
Kyle Kuhlers
Jason Daniel Landa
Ann-Marie Linz
Michael Lynn Longman
Evan Michael Merritt
DawnMarie Rywalt
Jennifer Schmerber

Graduate Certificate in Data Science
August
Parmatma Jyoti Adhikari
Adam Christopher Blake
Joshua Johnson
Tiffany Seale
Simah Shafaei
Lauren Thibodeau

December
Isaac John Emery
Colton Atticus Gurley
James R. Kirkendall
Jeffrey Tyler Norris
Benjamin Holland Sencindiver
Trekele James Smith
Youssef Sheta

Bachelor of Science in Bioengineering
August
Grant J. Morgan
Sarah Ranell Swartz

December
Sarah Jessica Lee
LaMarcus A. Steele

Graduate Certificate in Six Sigma
August
Caleb Compton
Shelby Kay Higgott
David Bruce Rutledge

December
Elizabeth Johanna Carbone
Abel Jacob Leitsinger
Haylee Marie Mitchell
Alexander Michael Strickland
Nneoma Medlyn Uradu

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
August
Ashley Nicole Brooks

December
Jordan Renee Heller

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
August
Preston Fielding
Schaffner Dillard
Ashley Brooke Hudson
Zachary N. Jordan-Smith

† With Honors
‡ With High Honors
†† With Highest Honors

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering
August
Chuda M. Dhakal
Bryan Gregory Greenwood
Zane Joseph Gross
William Matthew Hood
Adam Jamil
Sawyer Michael Kelty
Sead Kusmic
Raymond Leslie Lawrence
Kassidy V. McDowell
Ali Abdullahi Mohamed
James Nathaniel Reilly
Yamuna Rizal
William Colton Simpson
Dakota James Smith
Simon Leo Vanhamburg
Zachary Graham Waring

December
Satvik Adlakha
William David Arnold
Khem Bastola
Sabrina Marie Dahl
Caleb Bennett Ferguson
Morgan Folden
Maria Fernanda Gonzalez
James Roger Kearney III
Jasmine A Martinez
Daniel Allen Neel
Joseph Linder Ryan
Shawn Michael Shankar
Sitan Subedi
Sidharth Sundar
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

August
- Adair Adair
- Ian Thomas Anderson
- Mohamed Essameldin
  - Mostafa Kamal
  - Mohamed
  - Gopal Chandra Rai
  - Daniel T. Sills

December
- William David Arnold
  - David Cole Bell
  - Benjamin Tyler
  - Christensen
- Carson Wayne Foy
  - Jacob Cecil Jones
  - Isaac D. Malott
  - Jonathan Robert
  - Rideout
  - Tsung Min Yu

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

August
- Daniel Elias Aizpurua
  - Brenda Huerta Parra
  - Anthony Kenneth Xavier
  - Lichtsteiner
  - Valerie Ly Tran
  - Nathaniel Khanh Vu

December
- Charbel Abi Nader
  - Madyson Knoerr

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August
- Austin Tiger Black
  - Spencer Alan Browning
  - Joshua Geier Bush
  - Jacob Charles Crump
  - Emmanuel Louis Davis
  - Dominic Jesus Garcia
  - Nadeem Siddiqui
  - Sarah Dale Taylor

December
- Mustafa Mohsen A
  - Al Ruqayyah
  - William Edward Basham
  - Luke Anthony Busch
  - Sabastion Cory Downs
  - Ryan Larry Dunn
  - Harrison Grant Farrar
  - Stephen J. Finan
  - Conner David Gilliland
  - Caleb Austin Harris
  - Bryson Carter Haynes
  - William Matthews
  - David William McCoy
  - Manav Dharmesh Patel
  - Chase Michael Pressley
  - Ryan Michael Redmon
  - Martin Jonathan Thomas
  - Resinger
  - Nicholas William Rogers
  - Branden Alexander Shay
  - Amelia Christine Watkins
  - Sophie A. Wegenast
  - Jeffrey James Williams

† With Honors
‡ With High Honors
†† With Highest Honors
School of Music

Degrees

Master of Music
December
Jared Andrews
Emery Miles Tackett

Master of Music
Education
August
Ashley Ann Hokenson

Bachelor of Arts
August
† Hannah Grace Dickerson

Bachelor of Music
August
Cameron Ray Carnes
† Logan Tyler Florence
† Jailynn Zakiyah Noel
Jeremy Wolf Rochman

December
† Olivia Ann Bickford
Grayson Elizabeth Brown
††† Sara Lynne Cox
Savannah Loretta Drake
Sydney Marie Dunigan
Andrew Thomas Harris
Nathan Edward Jackson
Marissa C. Keith
†† Abigail Grace Laughlin
††† Kaitlyn Paige Miller
† Zoey Rae Mullins
† Paige Marie Nagle
Brandon Michael Sommerville
Joshua M. Stump
† Emily K. Wethington

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Outstanding Graduate in the College of Business
Samuel Fadel

Outstanding Graduate in Accountancy
Daniah Elthamna

Outstanding Graduate in Bachelor of Business Administration
Matthew Roberts

Outstanding Graduate in Computer Information Systems
Eliza Geswein

Outstanding Graduate in Economics
Samuel Fadel

Outstanding Graduate in Equine Business
Cady Coulardot

Outstanding Graduate in Finance
Samuel Fadel

Outstanding Graduate in Management
Lilly Dressman

Outstanding Graduate in Marketing
Payton Redeker

Mortar Board Scholar
Pa-Mambuna Touray

Second Lieutenant Commission, United States Army
Joshua Payne
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Accountancy

August
Christina M. Costa
Beau Harrison Trednick
Tyler Anthony Wisner

Master of Business Administration

August
Najma Ahmed
Stephen Andrew Allen
Aditya Jayant Angal
Matthew Scott Arendsen
Stefan Arsenovic
Bisola Omotayo Asaolu
Maximilian Bader
Casey Renee Bariteau
Alexander Michael Belvo
Aakriti Bhargava
Eva Caroline Borders
Christopher William Brooks
Landon Ellis Brooks
David Polk Brown
Joshua Adam Brown
Patrick Francis Bruning
Michael Noah Campbell
Braxton Case
Karen Cato
Marin Marseilles Chadwick
Hemant Kumar Chaini
Claire Marie Chaussee
Okechukwu Eze Chigbu
Tessa Isabelle Chilton
Sikander Naveed Chowhan
Daniel Maximilian Christensen
John D. Cissell
Karsten Philip Clements
Bryan Lamar Cockroft
Brigette Collins
Laura Cooper
Rakan Hesham Dabbas
Victoria Rose Das
Damion Quarmane Davis
Franklin De La Rosa Lafaurie
Kiswood Diogene
Misty Donohue
Alex Zandra Zamyadunbar
Nemat Ullah Ehsani
Golnoush Esmaeily
Nicholas Andre Fajardo
Jason Fell
Zoe Alexis Fisher
Stephanie Ford
Kelsey Frisby
Jackson Andrew Fuchs
Merdi Fwelo
Collin Louis Gallus
Ana Carolina Garzon Bello
Johannes Carl Gerlach
Kyle Matthew Gloster
Krish Gopathi
Kira Ann Harman
Leon Heyer
Hunter Hughes
Keyera Imani LaDon Jones
Lawrence Ignatius Kumah
Grace Lakeman
Adam Arizona LeMay
Nicholas James Leming
David Lian
Mary Grace Luckett
Nico Dominic Maier
Zachary James Marentette
Sean Michael McCauley
Kelsey Miller
Matthew Robert Bir Molter
Ashtin Tucker Morgan
Barrett Hamilton Myers
Emmanuel Ndukwe
Donald Cody Nester
Cameron D. Newton
Thomas Niederhausen
Larry OBannon Jr.
Victor Oladeji
Joshua Adam Overberg
Ellie Pardue
Christopher Paul Parrish
Gary Alan Paton Jr.
David Andrew Peng
Tyler Piston
Cole Patrick Railey
Wesley Grant Rogers
Lourdes Rosillo Ricardo
Darrius Justin Rowe
Charles Lincoln Satram
Grant Oliver Schmidt
Thomas William Schueler
Jenna Nicole Servi
Rehanah Shalash
Jasmine Anjana Shepherd
Laura Katharine Skagg
Wendell Aaron Smith II
Justin Stephenson
Laura Jean Stevens
Dean Jeffrey Stitt
Robin Andre Susset
Nicolas Shahrar Tehrani
Madison Terrell
Michelle Estelle Tirrito
Christopher Allen Treichelt
Jonathan Lee Turner
Cooper Vincent Tyra
Grant Warfield
Luke Alexander Wathen
Nicholas M. Yeager

December
Nicholas Andrew Battjes
Omer Bilivogui
Timothy Jay DeBolt
Alejandro del Rio
Santiago
Richard Andrew Eiferman, “MD”
Mark Hanson
Jayla D. Harlan
Suzanne Carol Huston
Jacob Otto Mathre
Karla Morton
Prathiba Natesan Batley
Parin Rekrhaj
Samin Saadatitehrani
Cristin Landon Smith

Master of Science

August
Venkata BrahmeswarReddy Aanam
Pavan Kumar Aili
Kyle Christopher Allen
Abdulqader Taha Alwan
Joaquim Amorim

Candidate for Distinction
Candidate for Honors
Candidate for High Honors
Candidate for Highest Honors
December
Chaitanya Sahishnu
Kumar Addani
Yetunde Kaleemat
Adeniran
Monisola Folasade
Akenroye
Ammar M. Alrayyan
Chaitra Bangalore
Jagadeesh
George Ben
Yashkamal N. Bhakta
Natalie Reagan
Browning
Leela Vamsi Krishna
Chekuri
Carson Carrico
Sai Sri Laasya
Chittapragada
Venkata
Toсин Justinah Clement
Bilal Contractor
Gandhi Edhala
Carlos Daniel Garcia
Alvarado
Manmeet Kaur Ghuman
Mary Josephine Gordon
Dharani Devi Gudey
Venkata Sai Sumanth
Guduguntla
Ahmed Hamid
Peyton Hengen
Nicole Alexandra
Hurtado Docati
Rahela Jawadi
Steven Joseph Jeffries
Badri Jonnagurakala
Uma Devi Kandasamy
Naveen Kandiballa
Sai Harsha Vinay
Kudikala
Ankansa Kumar
Craig Stirling McClurkin
Ryan Alan Metz
Kadin Robert Meyer
Rayyan Irbaz
Mohammed
Joy Dorine Mutanda
Ameya Rao Mynampally
Rajeswari Nimmala
Ahmed Adewale
Ogunlana
Mark John Omondi
Venkata Jayadeep
Patibandla
Vandana Ponnaganti
Vinay Raj Raju
Venkatrama Rohit
Simha Rambha
Madan Mohan Rayguru
Austin W. Reading
Shivasharana Reddy
Samira Rezaye
Shukrullah Saifi
Rucheeeta Shrestha
Zeeshan Ul Haq
Priyankaben
Ghanshyamsinh
Vaghela
Aubrey Radford Woolley
Lelin Zhao

Graduate Certificate in Distilled Spirits Business

August
Aditya Jayant Angal
Aakriti Bhargava
David Polk Brown
Martin Leslie Brown
Braxton Case
John D. Cissell
Nicholas Andre Fajardo
Kelsey Frisyb
Jackson Andrew Fuchs
Ethan Holbrook
Nicholas James Leming
Mary Grace Luckett
Danielle Marie Mattingly
Matthew Robert Bir Molter
Chelsea Nichole Pulley Nichols
Larry OBannon Jr.
Amit Ulhas Parulekar
Rehani Shalash
Maddison Terrell
Christopher Allen
Treichelt

December
Johnathon Tyler Benson
Richard Douglas
Bustamante
Walter Christopherson
Alejandro del Rio
Santiago
Christopher Michael
Goss
Niamh Gowing

△Atul Kumar
△Akshay Parshottambhai Lakhmani
△Andy Nianxing Lin
△Erika T.W. Lucas
△Poojitha Reddy Mahasamudram
△Saasi Varma Manogharan
△Christopher Paul Massler
△Eric Alan Merdian
△Deepak Mikkilineni
△Sai Varun Mukkamala
△Ifaa Munir
△Jyothiswaroop Nallagorla
△Farel Tshimakinda Ngoy Vivi Nguyen
△Roopesh Nichenametla
△Katelyn Michelle Nichols
△Luke David Nichols
△Lavanya Nimmagadda
△Eric John Nkundimana
△Fiyinfoluwa Dorcas Openiyi
△Alexander David Overley
△Ravali Pampana
△Niren Kumar Patel
△Hesed Hope Rodriguez Payocong
△Caroline Grace Petrie
△Akilesh Reddy Podduturi
△Jimi Alexis Porter
△Lalit Sugumar Solomon Redlam
△Joshua Alan Rice Jason Quinton Robinson
△Taylor Anjelique Rose Fabien Salle
△Olivia Destin Saylor
△Jared Schwartz Adar Sheere
△Hilton Nyandabo Siaffa Jr.
△Riya Philip Simon Goswami
△John Motopeda Sivebukola
△Audrey Camara Sterpka Andrew Douglas Strack
△Kirk William Strack
△Dhivya Subramanian Darby Taylor
△Tanuj Tewari Armond Jamal Thompson
△Ru-Yu Tsai
△Raghavendra Vellanki
△Lakshmi Venkatakrishnaraju
△Mac Andrew Walker
△John Yusef Walsh
△Alejandro M. Wesbrooks
△Ciara Airi Whalen
△Samuel Joseph Wilson
△Medha Reddy Yadma

Graduate Certificate in Family Business Management and Advising

August
Joshua Adam Brown
Karsten Philip Clements
Misty Donohue

Graduate Certificate in Franchise Management

August
Kyle Matthew Glostor
Cameron D. Newton
Ellie Pardue

Graduate Certificate in Horseracing Industry Business

December
James Matthew Almony
David Alan Storms

Graduate Certificate in Managerial Analytics

August
Najma Ahmed
Stephen Andrew Allen
Matthew Scott Arentsen
Eva Caroline Borders
Christopher William Brooks
Landon Ellis Brooks
Marin Marseilles
Chadwick

△ Candidate for Distinction
△△ Candidate for High Honors
△△△ Candidate for Highest Honors
Bachelor of Arts

August

†† Aidan Walsh Petrello

December

Daniel Coleman Jeffries
† Colonel James Robert Remington Turner

Bachelor of Business Administration

August

Rashaye Leaann Brundage
Patrick John Falvey
† Mason James Faught
Madelyn Rhea Horne
Nyla Chase Nims
† Avery Brooke Werner

December

† Caleb S. Allred
† Jack H. Arnson
Benjamin Connor Baioni
Andrew Scott Bell

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

August

Emerson Michael Amorongo
Elizabeth Grace Bishop
Terrina Charmine La’Nise Chambers
Jake Alston Douglas
† Donna Lynn Folkerts
Katherine Maria Genton
Ethan C. Grimes
Madison Nicole Heil
†† Anna Mara Howell
Bryan C. Hudson
Garrett David Jones
† Presley Jade Kiser
HN Lamb
Celesta Lau’ren Long
Langston Love
† Roman Olegovych Lytovchenko
Ali Akbar Mansoori
Caleb James Mast
Ashley Mathis
Shreya Matta
Jonathan R. McCarrick
Braden Michael Martin
Brooklyn Leigh Morton
† Lilly Catherine Nellums
Cathy Kim Ngo
Jaqueline Olvera
Elijah James Parish
Victoria Ann Patton
Lily Mary Paulin
† Mackenzie Kay Pittman
† Abigail Renae Prewitt
Zachary James Rice
† Matthew David Roberts
Mariam Rodriguez Herrera
† Matthew Eric Ruckriegel Alhassane Sall
Robert Mitchell Schilling
Jacob Andrew Schulten
Camryn Nicole Shorten
Brandon Tyler Singleton
† Sydney Shea Sivori
† Jadyn Leigh Smith
Spencer E. Smith
† Zachary Stewart Smith
Trevor Wayne Tatum
Connor Seth Tessier
Christopher Alex Towles
Diana Vindas Castro
Michael John Walker
Chase Avery Weathers
Bahabolem N. Welu

December

Daniel Elias Aguilar Fuentes
Alexus Nicole Allen
Dominic Francis Allgieger
Marwa Amer Asad
Simin Azizollahi
Khem Prasad Bhattrai
Jonathan Alan Bohn
Jacob William Bratcher
Hunter Lee Brooks
Charlotte Lois Brown
Olivia Megann Brown
Brianna Burke
Sean Patrick Burke
Arianna Elizabeth Butler
† Edie Carnazzo
Jordan G. Chambers
Jared Stephen Coffman
Cady Elizabeth Coulardot
Steven Tucker Cull
Alexis Nicole Deshields
Ashleigh Marie Donaldson
Peter Jordan Doyle
††† Lilly Frances Dressman
††† Danial E. Elathamna
Ziad Elkhoury
Lucas Alexander Evans
† Samuel Lawrence Fadel
† Ryan Leigh Foster
Elizabeth Dene Friends
Owen S. Gant
†† Eliza Geswein
† Grantham Jaquay
Gilligan
Marion Elise Goff
April Ann Goldschmidt
Louis Ezra Greigore
† Kyle Austin Griffiths
Nicholas Jackson Gumbel
Samuel Hunter Hall
T Tonya Sherrie Hall
Hana Hatunic
Eduardo Essau
Hernandez Mendoza
Austin Matthew Holland
Andrew Jeffrey Hutchinson
† Jackson Hutto
† Iriscel Del Carmen Jimenez Arevalo
† Candice Rene Jones
† Samuel Ross Jones
Sabeen Kawach
Todd M. Kessinger
Giselle V. Kessler
† Usher Thabo Khan
† Julie Anna Maria Kouijzer
Ilda Kovacevic
Aidan M. Lambers
Rhiannon Langel
Justin Gregory Laramore
Julie Leung
Wei Lu

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
Fiona Vrajolli
Bryce Montgomery
Watson
Caroline Marie
Werderitsch
Margaret Wethington
Thomas Paul Wichmann
Jacob Alan Wilhite
Abigail Marie Wright
Omer A. Zia

Bachelor of Science in Business Economics

August
Rylee Elizabeth Suttor

December
Thomas Enlow Dyer

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Accounting

August
James Michael Conway
Carolee Rose Minogue
Lea
Jason Andrew Mickler
Adrian Morales Santana
Shawn Rebecca Schmidt
Elena Catherine Schroeder
Pritpal Singh
Minh D.L. Vo

December
Jessica Skirvin
Erica Duncan Van Meter

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Sales

December
Gramtham Jaquay
Gilligan
Ethan B. Spewak

† Candidate for Honors
‡ Candidate for High Honors
*** Candidate for Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Department of Elementary, Middle, and Secondary Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Lakynn Goldsmith

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Middle and Secondary Education
De'Andrea Frazier-Phelps

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - English
Riley Wooldridge

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Social Studies
Jane McDavid

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Science
Eliza Walsh

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Elementary
Sasha Elliott

Chuck Thompson Award for Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching
Jenee Brown

Outstanding Master of Education - Teacher Leadership
Jordyn Hunter

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Kinsey Hattab

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Learning and Behavior Disorders
Macy Shelton

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Madalyn Miller

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Chrystal Alegria

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Learning and Behaviors Disorders
Kristin McGee

Outstanding Professional Disposition Award - MAT Learning and Behavior
Shy Ann Nalley

Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation
Caroline Mae Fitchett

Delta Zeta Award Special Education: In honor of Gladys George Corley and Julia Heil Sikora
Jillian Harris
Lindsey Smith
Department of Leadership, Evaluation and Organizational Development

Blake Haselton Community Change Agent
Jill Handley

Outstanding Master of Arts Student in Higher Education Administration
Omar Maldonado

Outstanding Military Student in Higher Education Award
Kevin Bemister-Buffington

Outstanding Professional Application in Higher Education Award
Sarah Kelley

Outstanding Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging Outreach in Higher Education Award
Jen Banawa

Outstanding Organizational Leadership & Learning Student Award
Bobby Peak

Malcolm S. Knowles Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Rich Drew

Organizational Leadership and Learning Community Engagement Award
Casey Jones

Christopher Frey Military Learner Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Sang Pae

Resilience Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Lisa Robertson

Human Resource Education Community Engagement Award
Sara Crismore
Raphael Garcia

Sheila D. Bridgeman Student Collegiality Award
Eliza Norton

R. Wayne Pace Award - Human Resource Education
Charley Wolford

Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education Trailblazer Award
Rachel Wurth

Department of Health and Sport Sciences

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Exercise Science
Anna Debeer

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award - Sport Administration
Margot Ricks

Outstanding Graduate Student Award - Sport Administration
Turner Hawkins

Outstanding Online Graduate Student Award - Sport Administration
Matthew Willinger

Outstanding Undergraduate Scholar-Athlete Award - Sport Administration
Embry Imorde

Outstanding Graduate Scholar-Athlete Award - Sport Administration
Arielle Nealy

Department of Counseling and Human Development

Outstanding Graduates in Counseling Psychology
Eric Joseph Smith
Jody Ziyi Zhong

Outstanding Graduate in College Student Personnel Program
Alexandra R. Johnson

Outstanding Graduate in Art Therapy Program
Caroline R. Neumayer
Outstanding Graduate in School Counseling Program
Savannah Campbell Sullivan

Outstanding Graduates in Clinical Mental Health Counseling Program
Kylah Marie Bradley
Bethany Alejandra Sherman

College Student Personnel Program
Excellence in Scholarship Award
Sarah Duncan
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts

August
Leona Cassandra Campbell
Macy Etter
Christopher Edward Everett
Jeffrey G. Godinez
Benjamin Paul Jones
Edward Eugene Lamy
Calvin Lawson
Reginald Vernell Paige II
Mattie Paige Perez
Kyler Christian Roman
Adam Joseph VanDeWalle
Brenda Curry White
Anson Hao Ian Wu

December
Jennifer Ann Mendoza Banawa
Madeline Grace Beck
Kevin Austin Bemister-Buffington
Angelo Bianchi
Candice Camille Bowen
Cory Michael Brooks
Julius Carmichael III
Orlando Carmona
Steven James Cross Jr.
Destonny Queen Elias
Kareem Yaser Fernandez
Anthony Gonzalez
Alessandra Gonzalez-Rivera
TJ James Goodman
Jiovany Ulisses Gutierrez Molina
Michael Aaron Hotchkiss
Chaireth Brooke Jones
Sarah Elizabeth Kelley
Sean Ryan Kiernan
Johnathan D. Lee
Steven Matthew Legate
Christopher J. Liberatore
Madeleine Marie Lovejoy
Daniel Allison Mabe

Omar E. Maldonado
James Donald McFattedrige
Joshua MeyersPeone
Kirkland Moore
Eduardo Olvera
Manuel Ortiz
Angel L. Ortiz Rivera
Steven Joseph Poepping
Emmanuel Andres Ramos
Naomy L. Rivera Gonzalez
Kimberley Marie Sanders
Brandon Chase Sirlin
Salvador M. Solis
Hope Stremcha
Lonnie Ray Sykes
Brian James VanSingel
Robert David Wood

Michael Alan Nichols
Emerson Leigh Schoen
Jalen S. Stone
Sarah Faith Terry
Matthew Vaught
Keara Renee Walker
Jade Lindsey Wilson
Makala Wright
Adrienne Shalise Young

December
Chrystal Victoria Alegria
Walter Lee Baker III
Monique Shawnta Bell
Jenee Hardin Brown
Kentrice Day
Sasha Elliott
Rebekah Hare Falkner
Brian Kevin Houck
Garrett Lee
Kristin Marie McGee
Jane Mcdavid
Shy Nalley
Tiandra Ogletree
Tasha Nichol Petty
Michael Isaac Reikes
Kathryn Schneider
Samantha Jean Veal
Elizabeth Craig Walsh
Riley Arthur Wooldridge

December
Buddy Thomas Braden
Kylah Marie Bradley
Natalie Bray
Sarah Klump Duncan
Emma Rainne Frank
Angela Hawkins
Cynthia Head
Chad William Kelly
Angela Mayo
Melissa Reyna Stevens
Savannah Campbell Sullivan

Master of Education in Teaching

August
Benito Rafael Bidart
Nena Claycomb
Kurnisha Nicole Craig
Michaela Danielle Eades
Jacob R. Elmore
Carol Jean Farrell
Christopher David Gerlach
Kayce J. Gibbs
Mary Helen Hamilton
Heather Hammiel
Timothy Harper-Barger
Desirae Brooke Harper-Payne
Katrina Y. Harris
Russell Darnell Johnson
Latasha Renee Jones
Leanna Geneva King
Jessica Kovats
Danielle Marie Lawrence
Diamond Rasheeda
Olivia Mahdi
Corretta J. Marshall
Robyn Elizabeth Miller
Donald H. Morehead

Bethany Alejandra Sherman
Lindsey Smith
Alexandra R. Thompson
Alexus Mychal Morton Walker
Margueritte Monette Wheeler
Avery Nikole Wohleib

Master of Science

August
Bethany Anne Ballengee
Nicholas Jay Bennett
Jessica Lee Boyanton
John Duran Bozeman
Marc Nicholas Burd
Elizabeth Sarah Corrao
Ashley Nicole Davis Common
James Joseph DePersis
Alexis Diaz Rosado
Kimberly Brooke Edwards
Nicholas Peter Fazio
Jennifer Nicole Grubbs
Daniel Hanson
Kyle William Harvey
Aaron Rey Herbert
Sarah Marie Hernandez
Montae Howard
Shayan Jebelli
Morgan Amari
Jacqueline Jones
Regina Kelly

College of Education and Human Development

College of Education and Human Development
Brandon Koff
Alfred John Korona III
Nicholas Jeffrey Lange
Taron Jason Long
Daniel Patrick Moffett
Hannah Rae Morris
Kenneth Alexander Orozco
Abigail Johanna Ostwald
Alicia A. Page
Jake Tim Pendergrass
Jeff Petersmeyer
Brittany Renae Roggeman
Willie James Rutledge Jr.
Tatiana Simova
Rita M. Skaff
Cassellen J. Springer
Adam John West
Josie Williams
Joshua Andrew Wolfe
Chunxi Xin Xin

December

Karlee Alexander
Andrew Gerald
Anastasia
Christine Carol Andrizzi
Darik Logan Barnett
Adam Belvin
Monique Bethea
Erik Lynn Betlaf
Arianna Antonina Biondo
Gene Britton
Justin Brog
Chrislyn Mariah Carr
Veronica Di Mauro Catalan
Bryan Rene Cerna Lainez
Juanita Michelle Chaney
Darice Theresa Chapel
Sarah Lynn Chapman
Mylls Lyman Cheffey
Donald Anthony Compton
Daniel Cradic
Sarah Elizabeth Crismore
Sean Randall Davis
Katherine Rachel Devonmille
Sharlene Mahadeo Diaz
Kelly H. Dix
Sasha Nicole Edwards
Christopher Erik Farley
Jessica Leanne Fernandez
Rodney Lewis Fields
David Vidal Figueroa
John Paul Flores
Raphael Ellis Garcia
Michelle Ruth Geldernick
Brianna Gilbert
Joel Godfrey
Camden Riley Gresham
Turner Reynolds Hawkins
Emily Hudson
Tomeka Lynn Johnson
Lauren Faye Joseph
Souksavanh
Khamvongsa
Raquel Lazaro
Castellanos
Michael Lindsay
Ashlee Mangus
Luke Anthony McCall
Robert Luke Messenger
Andrew Alan Moronski
Stephanie Dawn Morrow Chandler Morse
Xavier Tashan Mosley
Arielle N. Nealy
Kiever Dustin Nielsen
Eliza S.H. Norton
Thiago Oliveira De Queiroz
Jairo A. Parra
Kelsey Pasinato
Armando Perlaza
Jack Plummer
Lamarr Pottinger
Teena Marie Ramirez
Carlos Alberto Rivera Colon
Kevin Scott Robinson
Amanda Rose Rodriguez
Constantin Rosenbauer
Tami Rutledge
Patrick Schultz
Tabatha Scott
Eric James Serrano
Maxim Andrey Simmons
Robert J. Skowronski
Tamia M. Smith
Emmanuel De’Vontea Sowers
Payton Neale Dhillon Stoner
Quentin Michael Sweeter
Diamond Lynae Thompson
Maryann Christina Trumpfeller
Cynthia Vanessa Vargas
Kenneth Aaron Wainscott
Marsha Dunlap
Weobong
Deme Murielle Wharton
Valissa White
Aaron Matthew Whitman
Matthew Anthony Willinger
Quiana NiCole Wizarrt
Charles William Wolford
Felecia Nicole Wright

Bachelor of Science

August

Benjamin Robert Alexander
Elizabeth J. Anderson
Kyle Michael Bartolini
Caleb Wayne Baugh
Lesley Tiana Bazie
Adrianna C. Bonanno
Brooklyn Nichole Brooks
Shawn Michael Brown
Maxwell Taylor Caldwell
Corey Paul Clements
Shiryluko Caprice Dennis
Derrick Durand Dennis Sr.
Richard Michael Drew
Anthony Vincent Fighera
Kaelynn Elizabeth Fox
Noah James Goodman
Katlyn Taylor Harbsmeier
William Clayton Hare
Kyle R. Harmon
Tiffany Marie Hassebroek
Cooper Andrew Hesen
Tonya Mayse Jaggers
Casey Tindle Jones
Linda Kozma
Julie Denise LaSusa
Nathan Ray Lankford
Jill Elizabeth Lindauer
Andrew Conner Lyons
Matthew C. Napoleon
Trace Edward Olden
Stephanie Breann Otey
Corey Lea Pack
Bobby Mandel Peak
Myah Rice
Baleé C. Riley
Gary Allen Ripka
Keith Randall Sanders
Danielle E. Smith
Kelsi Smith
Jalen L. Spence
Casey Lamar Starr
Brandt Douglas Tappy
Sofia Rose Taranis

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education

December

Kimberly Schauder

Graduate Certificate in Organizational Change in Higher Education

August

Brenda Curry White
Anson Hao Ian Wu

December

Timothy Mark Anthony
Candice Camille Bowen
Cory Michael Brooks
Steven James Cross Jr.
Destonny Queen Elias
Jiovany Ulisses Gutierrez Molina
Michael Aaron Hotchkiss
Johnathan D. Lee
Steven Matthew Legate
Madeleine Marie Lovejoy Kirkland Moore
Steven Joseph Poepping
Salvador M. Solis
Lonnie Ray Sykes
Robert David Wood

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education

December

Kelsi Smith

Graduate Certificate in Organizational Change in Higher Education

December

Kelsi Smith
Certificate in Healthcare Leadership

August
Shyla Rae Svingen

December
Patricia Elaine Collins
Kristin Maraman
Mahala Ann Mullins
Lisa Marie Robertson

Certificate in Human Resource Leadership

August
Benjamin Robert
Alexander
Johanna Wadlington
Boone
Shawn Michael Brown
Nacetia Nicole Burke
Priscilla Calvo Castillo
Jody Carroll
Shellie L. Childress
Richard Michael Drew
Christopher Alan Dye
Heather Leigh Egan
Taylor Gagne
Zachary Benjamin Goff
Kyle R. Harmon
Tiffany Marie
Hassebroek
Tonya Mayse Jaggers
Linda Kozma
Nathan Ray Lankford
Keeley Lynn Merrick
Alex Miller
Stephanie Breann Otey
Corey Lea Pack
Cecilia Marie Peredo
Christine Rena Reeves
Bale‘ C. Riley
Timothy Lamont
Samuels
Kelsi Smith
Joshua P. Spradlin
Erica Lindsay Walsh
Kaitlyn Marie Wells

† Candidate for Cum Laude
‡ Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
‴ Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
December
Taylor Alona Barnett
Benjamin Jacob
Davidson
Matilynn Yael Drury
Christopher Chad Green
Amanda Lynette
Hamilton
William Michael Hellman
Melissa Hill
James Franklin Hoskins
Breunca Marie Johnson
Kyle Ryan Kuta
Briana Renee Lucas
† Katherine Mason
Michelle Lea Merrick
Shakera K. Moore
Jennifer Lynne Moreschi
Sierra Marina Elizabeth
Partee
Yaisilet Perez Farias
Brian Thomas Spalding
Trina Genene Speller

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Commencement Symbols and Traditions

University commencement ceremonies are important symbols of the continuity of university education and the traditions that underlie this education. Participants will notice at least three unique qualities to the University’s commencement—the mace, the regalia, and the processionals.

The Mace

The mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. Originally it was a weapon of offense, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It was a giant club which came to be associated with brave men who fought to protect the king’s person. Maces were borne by sergeants-at-arms to protect Phillip II of France and Richard I of England.

The use of maces for civic purposes began about the middle of the thirteenth century. By the sixteenth century they were covered with silver and used by several cities. In 1649, the House of Commons obtained a mace and in 1756, a silver mace was made for the Colony of South Carolina, which is still used in the state capitol of Columbia. As a symbol of authority, the mace usually has arms engraved on or near the top and these or a cross may be protected by a coronet or arched crown.

In commencement processions, the mace is carried in before the president or chancellor and the dignitaries composing the platform party. Along with historic and colorful costumes, flags, and regalia of office, it stands for order and authority.

In the fall of 1966, the University of Louisville commissioned John Prangnell, sculptor and assistant professor of Fine Arts, to prepare a university mace. Prangnell’s approach was to avoid the standard format used for such maces and to develop an instrument to convey the University’s involvement with the future. The result is a gold-plated mace, the head of which maintains free-flowing upswept lines with a number of indentations and inserts, one of them cherry wood, to symbolize the uncertainties and the hidden beauties of the future and higher education’s part in it. The mace is therefore a piece of modern symbolic art rather than a replica of standard medieval forms. The mace was accepted by the UofL Board of Trustees on June 11, 1967.

The Academic Regalia

The tradition of gowns and hoods being worn as academic regalia at graduation ceremonies stems from a distinctive style of academic dress that emerged in the first universities in Europe in the twelfth century. The style was influenced by the fact that masters and scholars at that time were usually members of the clergy. For example, in 1222 at the Council of Oxford, the Archbishop of Canterbury ordered English clerics to wear the cappa clausa - a closed, flowing gown based on a lay fashion of the period. As a result, this garment came to be regarded as academic dress for university masters who, as clerics, wore it. Later, when the clergy neglected the rule in general, the garment was recognized as an exclusively academic one.

The pileus, a common headdress of medieval laymen, was adopted by the Church at the Synod of Bergamo (1311) and became typical headwear at the universities. The caps and tams worn by faculty are a direct descendant of the pileus. The pileus quadratus, or square cap, is today’s mortarboard worn by most graduates.

The hood as an academic vestment originated from the cowl worn by monks in the Middle Ages as protection against inclement European weather. It was worn over a short cape known as a tippet, and had a tail, known as a liripipe, which was used to pull the hood over the head and wrapped around the throat to keep the hood in place. Today the tippet remains as part of the hood and, although the hood is never worn on the head, the liripipe is retained as the funnel-shaped hood.

The tradition of wearing the hood hanging down the back is said to be derived from the practice of medieval monks, many of whom were solicitors in the King’s Court, who used the bag-like hanging hood as a “contribution bowl” for clients and well wishers. Early scholars used the hood to collect the fees for lectures.

Colors have long been significant in denoting different academic disciplines and, more recently, levels of scholastic achievement. Standard gowns of different shape, length and sleeve design indicate the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The robes of the President, Provost, Chair of the Board of Trustees, and Grand Marshal represent the office, not the degree.
Hoods and Tassels

The distinctive colors in the hoods and the tassels of the caps accord with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
<td>Spruce Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tassels on the caps of the seniors indicate by this table the nature of their degrees. In the hoods of the faculty and guests, the color of the border indicates the type of degree, while the lining of the hood shows colors of the university which bestowed the degree.

Banners

The school and college banners display the colors of the academic units. The red and black border represents the University and the diagonal stripes display the following colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>White and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Human Development</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health and Information Sciences</td>
<td>Salmon Pink and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Orange and Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Golden Key International Honour Society

The blue and gold honor cords are worn by members of the Golden Key National Honour Society. Students are from all schools and colleges of the University of Louisville.

Mortar Board National Honor Society

Mortar Board is a national college honor society which recognizes seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. Mortar Board members wear silver and gold cords.

Tau Sigma National Honor Society

Tau Sigma is the national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma members wear burgundy cords.

Students Graduating With Honors

Students graduating with honors are identified by honor cords. Students graduating Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and red cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a red cord; and students graduating Cum Laude wear a gold cord.

A copy of the program book is published online and available to print at: louisville.edu/commencement/program-book

This publication was prepared by the University of Louisville and printed with state funds KRS 57.375.
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Alma Mater & Alumni Song

We thy sons and daughters stand,
   To sing thy highest praise,
With deepest rev’rence in our hearts,
   For these our college days.
Thy honor true we all defend,
   ‘Tis known we love thee well.
Our thoughts for years to come will be
   Of thee, our UofL.
Now our thoughts go back to you,
   Our Alma Mater dear,
To days gone by with friends we loved
   Now scattered far and near
On shaded walks and campus green,
   Your sons and daughters true,
With voices raised and spirits high
   Sing loud their praise to you.